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The dynamics of a collection of resonant atoms embedded inside an inhomogeneous nondispersive and
lossless dielectric is described with a dipole Hamiltonian that is based on a canonical quantization theory. The
dielectric is described macroscopically by a position-dependent dielectric function and the atoms as micro-
scopic harmonic oscillators. We identify and discuss the role of several types of Green tensors that describe the
spatio-temporal propagation of field operators. After integrating out the atomic degrees of freedom, a multiple-
scattering formalism emerges in which an exact Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the electric field operator
plays a central role. The equation describes atoms as point sources and point scatterers for light. First, single-
atom properties are calculated such as position-dependent spontaneous-emission rates as well as differential
cross sections for elastic scattering and for resonance fluorescence. Secondly, multiatom processes are studied.
It is shown that the medium modifies both the resonant and the static parts of the dipole-dipole interactions.
These interatomic interactions may cause the atoms to scatter and emit light cooperatively. Unlike in free
space, differences in position-dependent emission rates and radiative line shifts influence cooperative decay in
the dielectric. As a generic example, it is shown that near a partially reflecting plane there is a sharp transition
from two-atom superradiance to single-atom emission as the atomic positions are varied.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The spontaneous-emission rate of an atom depends on its
dielectric environment [1,2] and in particular on the precise
position of the atom if the medium is inhomogeneous [3–8].
Spontaneous emission can only be understood quantum me-
chanically, but the classical Green function determines the
emission rate. In particular, the emission rate is proportional
to the imaginary part of the Green tensor of the medium at
the atomic position. The dipole-angle average of the emis-
sion rate is also known as the local optical density of states
[9].
In order to study the influence of the medium on much
more than just single-atom spontaneous-emission rates, in
this paper a rather general multiple-scattering theory is set
up. It is based on “macroscopic quantization” theories of the
electromagnetic field in inhomogeneous lossless dielectrics,
see for example [5,10–12]. Microscopic treatments of (mac-
roscopically homogeneous) dielectrics in quantum electrody-
namics can be found in [13,14] but will not be used here. An
important result in the macroscopic theories is that photons
can be defined as the elementary excitations of the true
modes of the dielectric. Corresponding mode functions are
the (classical) harmonic solutions of the wave equation.
Emission rates of an atom not only change due to the
nonresonant dielectric environment, but also due to the pres-
ence of other atoms with the same transition frequency. As is
known since the pioneering work by Dicke [15], resonant
atoms in each other’s neighborhood decay cooperatively. De-
pending on the many-atom state, the atoms decay faster than
a single atom up till twice the single-atom rate (superradi-
ance) or decay slower or not at all (subradiance). Lifetime
changes of individual atom pairs as a function of their dis-
tance were measured only recently [16]; for two Ba+ ions
that emit at a wavelength of 493 nm and for well-defined
separations uRu around 1.5 µm, subradiant and superradiant
lifetime effects of less than ±2% were observed.
Superradiance occurs for the so-called Dicke states that
have a zero expectation value of the total dipole moment
[15], but also for atomic product states with a nonzero dipole
moment [17,18]. Superradiance also occurs for classical di-
poles. It is a general phenomenon also exhibited in acoustics
by nearby identical tuning forks, or by strings in a piano
[18]. These systems have in common that the atoms (or os-
cillators) interact with a field that is influenced by the radia-
tion reactions of all nearby atoms together.
Cooperative effects of resonant atoms will be influenced
by their dielectric environment. In this paper the influence of
a nondispersive and lossless inhomogeneous dielectric on
embedded or nearby resonant atoms is studied. Quantum
theory is used both to describe the light and the atoms. As we
focus on the effects of the inhomogeneous dielectric, the
atoms are modeled simply as quantum harmonic oscillators
in their ground states or first excited states, with fixed dipole
orientations. To be sure, in choosing this model we neglect
optical saturation effects of the atoms. The dielectric is de-
scribed macroscopically in terms of a real-valued relative
dielectric function «srd, the form of which will be left arbi-
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trary. The precise measurement of two-atom superradiance in
free space as a function of distance is a fundamental test for
quantum electrodynamics [16]. The effects calculated here
are a test for macroscopic quantization theories for inhomo-
geneous dielectrics.
Like single-atom emission [19], two-atom superradiance
will be modified in the close vicinity of a mirror, or inside an
optical cavity [20]. Strong modifications of superradiance are
also predicted for photonic crystals, dielectrics with periodic
refractive-index variations on the scale of the wavelength of
light [21–23]. Large effects are predicted in the so-called
isotropic model for a photonic crystal, which is really a toy
model in the sense that all local and orientational inhomoge-
neities of the electromagnetic field are neglected. In a real
photonic crystal, two-atom superradiance is expected to sen-
sitively depend on the coordinates of both atoms. The present
formalism is valid for an arbitrary real dielectric function and
encompasses the interesting special cases just mentioned.
Atoms that exhibit superradiance interact strongly enough
to share and exchange the optical excitation before emission.
The more common and better studied situation for resonant
atoms in a dielectric is that the interaction between the atoms
is weak compared to interactions with baths that the indi-
vidual atoms have. Then the optical excitations are trans-
ferred irreversibly from donor to acceptor atoms via a pro-
cess called “resonance energy transfer,” as described by
Förster theory [24] and its modern generalizations [25].
Resonance energy transfer is influenced by the dielectric en-
vironment. For example, calculations show that two-atom
interactions can be strongly influenced by an optical micro-
cavity [26–28], since the cavity modes with eigenfrequencies
close or equal to the atomic transition frequency play a
dominant role. Indeed, experiments have shown that the in-
teratomic (dipole-dipole) interaction is increased when the
atoms are placed in a cavity at positions where resonant op-
tical modes have their maxima [29]. In another interesting
experiment, Förster excitation transfer is found to scale lin-
early with the local optical density of states at the donor
position [30]. Although we focus on superradiance, the for-
malism in the present work is quite general and can also be
used as a quantum electrodynamical foundation for the study
of energy transfer processes in inhomogeneous media. Re-
cent progress in this direction can be found in [31,32].
Often in quantum optics an “all-matter” picture is em-
ployed, where the dynamics of the electromagnetic field is
integrated out, for example in the optical Bloch equations
[17,33]. Here instead we treat spontaneous emission and su-
perradiance in an “all-light” picture, which is convenient
when studying the effect of the dielectric. A multiple-
scattering theory is set up in which the atoms show up both
as sources and as scatterers of light. It is known that super-
radiance can be viewed as caused by multiple-scattering in-
teractions [34–36]. Light scattered off a collection of atoms
will show multiatom resonances and cooperative effects, also
due to multiple scattering. In quantum scattering theory such
resonances appear as well and sometimes are called “prox-
imity resonances” [37,38].
The concept of a point scatterer proved very fruitful in the
study of multiple-scattering of classical light in free space
[39–41]. Here, the point-scattering formalism will be put to
use in quantum optics of inhomogeneous dielectrics. Mul-
tiple light scattering will be described in terms of Green
functions of the medium. The emphasis of the paper will be
on formalism, but it ends with an application to superradi-
ance in a model dielectric.
The paper has the following structure: in Sec. II the point-
scattering model for interacting guest atoms is introduced.
Properties of several types of Green functions of the medium
are discussed in Sec. III. Section IV discusses medium-
induced modifications of single-atom properties such as
spontaneous-emission rates and elastic scattering. The gener-
alization to a finite number of host atoms is discussed in Sec.
V. The formalism is applied to two-atom superradiance in
Sec. VI, in particular to superradiance near a partially reflect-
ing plane in Sec. VII. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. VIII.
II. ATOMS AS POINT SOURCES
AND AS POINT SCATTERERS
A. The Hamiltonian
Consider an inhomogeneous dielectric with relative di-
electric function «srd with a finite number N of embedded
neutral atoms. The dipole Hamiltonian for this system is the
sum of a field part, an atomic part, and an interaction part
between field and atoms. More precisely, the Hamiltonian
can be found after canonical quantization [11,12] to have the
form H=HF+HA+HAF, with
HF = o
l
"vlal
†al, s1ad
HA = o
m=1
N
"Vmbm
† bm, s1bd
HAF = − o
m=1
N
mm · FsRmd = o
m,l
sbm + bm
† dsglmal + glm
* al
†d .
s1cd
Notice that there is no direct interaction term between neutral
atoms. In a minimal-coupling Hamiltonian, there would have
been such a direct coupling term. The situation is analogous
to the free-space case [33,42]. The field part HF of the
Hamiltonian is a sum (or integral) over harmonic oscillators
corresponding to the harmonic solutions (“true modes”) fl of
the Maxwell equations for the inhomogeneous dielectric in
the absence of the atoms:
− „ 3 „ 3 flsrd + «srdsvl/cd2flsrd = 0. s2d
For vlÞ0, these modes are generalized transverse, which
means that „ · f«srdflsrdg;0. Their orthonormality condition
reads edr«srdfl
*srd · fl8srd=dll8, where * denotes complex
conjugation. The modes are complete, in other words they
form a basis for the subspace of generalized transverse func-
tions. For free space f«srd;1g the fl are the well-known
transverse plane-wave modes.
In the atomic Hamiltonian HA, the atomic transition fre-
quencies Vm and transition dipole moments mm may be all
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different, either because the guest atoms are of different spe-
cies or because identical atoms feel a different environment.
The frequencies Vm are assumed real, which means that non-
radiative broadening is neglected. The atoms are very simply
described as harmonic oscillators with frequencies Vm. This
is a good approximation within a certain frequency range and
as long as saturation effects of the upper atomic state can be
neglected. The atomic transition dipole moments mm are as-
sumed to be real-valued and to have fixed orientations. This
assumption is better for molecules or quantum dots in a solid
surrounding than for atoms in the gas phase. For conve-
nience, the name “atoms” will be used for the guests in the
dielectric. The operators bm
† std create atomic excitations by
annihilating an atom in the ground state while at the same
time creating the atom in the excited state.
The total displacement field Dsr , td is equal to the dis-
placement field «0«srdEsr , td of the inhomogeneous medium
plus the sum omPmsr , td of the polarization fields produced
by the guest atoms. In the dipole approximation, these polar-
ization fields have the form
Pmsr,td = dsr − RmdPmstd = dsr − Rmdmmfbmstd + bm
† stdg .
s3d
In the dipole interaction term HAF of the Hamiltonian, a field
called F was introduced that is an abbreviation of
Fsr,td ; Dsr,td/f«0«srdg . s4d
Atomic dipoles couple to this field Fsr , td [11,12]. It is equal
to the electric field operator Esr , td everywhere, except at the
positions Rm of the guests, since the guest dipoles couple to
fields in which their own polarization fields are included. For
free space this self-interaction in the dipole coupling is
known [42]. The mode expansion of the field Fsr , td has a
simple form, being the sum of a positive-frequency part
Fs+dsr , td containing only annihilation operators and its Her-
mitian conjugate Fs−dsr , td, where
Fs+dsr,td = io
l
˛"vl
2«0
alstdflsrd . s5d
In the absence of the atoms, the time dependence of the
annihilation operators in Eq. (5) would be harmonic and
Fsr , td would be equal to the electric field Es0dsr , td. Here and
below, the superscript (0) denotes the absence of guest atoms
in the inhomogeneous dielectric. For convenience, coupling
constants between atom m and optical mode l in Eq. (1c) are
defined as
glm = − i˛"vl2«0 mm · flsRmd . s6d
Notice that the coupling constants glm are zero for (longitu-
dinal) modes corresponding to vl=0. It is by a convenient
choice of gauge that the longitudinal modes are decoupled
from the atoms in the Hamiltonian (1).
B. Derivation of Lippmann-Schwinger equation
The goal of this section is to derive a Lippmann-
Schwinger equation for the field F inside the inhomogeneous
dielectric in the presence of the N guest atoms, by integrating
out the atomic dynamics. Heisenberg’s equation of motion
leads to the following equations of motion for the field op-
erators:
a˙l = − ivlal − si/"do
m
glm
* sbm + bm
† d , s7ad
a˙l
†
= ivlal
† + si/"do
m
glmsbm + bm
† d . s7bd
(The dot denotes the time derivative; explicit time depen-
dence of the operators is henceforth dropped.) The field op-
erators are coupled to the atomic operators and the operators
of atom m satisfy the equations
b˙m = − iVmbm − si/"do
l
sglmal + glm
* alm
† d , s8ad
b˙m
†
= iVmbm
† + si/"do
l
sglmal + glm
* alm
† d . s8bd
Now take the Laplace transform (or one-sided Fourier trans-
form) of the equations of motion. The transform will have
the argument −iv, for example bmsvd;e0‘dt eivtbmstd. Here
and in the following the frequency v is assumed to contain
an infinitesimally small positive imaginary part so that the
transform is well-defined. The equations are algebraic after
the transformation.
Also in Fourier language, the equations for the frequency-
dependent atomic operators become
bmsvd =
ibmst = 0d
v − Vm
+
"−1
v − Vm
o
l
fglmalsvd + glm
* alm
† svdg ,
s9ad
bm
† svd =
ibm
† st = 0d
v + Vm
−
"−1
v + Vm
o
l
fglmalsvd + glm
* alm
† svdg .
s9bd
In obtaining these equations, it was assumed that at time
zero, the annihilation operators alstd coincide with the
al
s0dstd, the operators in the absence of the guest atoms. The
latter operators have the simple harmonic time dependence
a˙l
s0dstd+ ivlal
s0dstd=0, the transform of which becomes −isv
−vldal
s0dsvd=al
s0dst=0d after a partial integration. Notice that
bmsvd and bm
† svd in Eq. (9) are defined as the transforms of
bmstd and bm
† std, respectively. The time-dependent operators
are Hermitian conjugates sbm† std;fbmstdg†d, but the
frequency-dependent operators are not sbm
† svdÞ fbmsvdg†d.
The right-hand sides of Eqs. (9a) and (9b) will now be
used to replace bmsvd and bm
† svd in the Laplace transforms of
Eqs. (7a) and (7b) for the field operators. In doing this, the
atomic dynamics is integrated out. One obtains for the
frequency-dependent annihilation and creation operators of
the electromagnetic field
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alsvd = al
s0dsvd +
i"−1
v − vl
o
m
glm
* F bms0d
v − Vm
+
bm
† s0d
v + Vm
G ,
+
"−2
v − vl
o
m,l8
2glm
* Vm
v2 − Vm
2 fgl8mal8svd + gl8m
*
al8
† svdg
s10ad
al
†svd = al
s0d†svd −
i"−1
v + vl
o
m
glmF bms0d
v − Vm
+
bm
† s0d
v + Vm
G
−
"−2
v + vl
o
m,l8
2glmVm
v2 − Vm
2 fgl8mal8svd + gl8m
*
al8
† svdg .
s10bd
The optical modes are no longer independent because of the
interaction with the atoms. The three terms in the right-hand
sides of Eqs. (10a) and (10b) can be related to three reasons
why there can be light in mode l: first, because there is light
in the undisturbed mode that has not “seen” the atom; sec-
ondly, because the atom can emit light into the mode l; the
third term describes transitions of light in and out of the
mode l to and from modes l8, due to scattering off one of
the guest atoms. Since the relations (10) are implicit rather
than explicit solutions for the operators, the identification of
terms in the equations with scattering and emission processes
can only be approximate.
The results (10) for the creation and annihilation operators
can be directly used with Eq. (5) to find the following equa-
tion for the field F
Fsr,vd = Es0dsr,vd s11ad
+ o
m
Ksr,Rm,vd · Smsvd s11bd
+ o
m
Ksr,Rm,vd · Vmsvd · FsRm,vd . s11cd
This is the central result of this paper. It is an exact
Lippmann-Schwinger equation and it describes the resonant
scattering off and emission by guest atoms inside an inho-
mogeneous dielectric, both for strong and for weak atom-
field interactions. The equation has an undisturbed term
(11a), a source term (11b), and a scattering term (11c).
The elements of Eq. (11) must still be explained. The
operator Es0dsr ,vd is the electric field in the absence of the
atoms, with both the positive and negative frequency parts.
The atomic source operators Smsvd are vectors that have the
form mˆmSmsvd, where mˆm denotes the unit vector in the di-
rection of the atomic dipole moment mm and
Smsvd ; S− immv2
«0c
2 DF bms0dv − Vm + bm
† s0d
v + Vm
G . s12d
Notice that Sm features the atomic creation and annihilation
operators at the initial time zero: in quantum optics, the
atomic variables cannot be completely integrated out in an
“all-light” picture.
The optical potentials Vmsvd produced by the atoms are
dyadics equal to mˆmVmsvdmˆm, where
Vmsvd ; Smm2 v2
"«0c
2DS 2Vmv2 − Vm2 D . s13d
Both the sources and the potentials have resonances at fre-
quencies ±Vm. Potentials Vmsvd are sometimes rewritten as
−sv /cd2 times a “bare polarizability” aBmsvd [40]. In the
present case, the bare polarizabilities are real (except exactly
on resonance) and they change sign when going through
their resonances at Vm; the resonances are infinitely sharp
because all possible nonradiative decay processes are ne-
glected; the polarizability is called “bare” because it does not
(and should not) contain radiative broadening of its reso-
nance (but see Sec. IV).
The last undefined factor in Eq. (11) is the dyadic quantity
K which is given by
Ksr,r8,vd ; c2o
l
flsrdfl
*sr8d
sv2 − vl
2d
vl
2
v2
. s14d
Usually, in a Lippmann-Schwinger equation one finds the
Green function (called G) of a medium where we now find
the dyadic K. Interestingly, K turns out to be different from
G, even for free space, as will be studied in Sec. III. All the
elements of Eq. (11) have now been defined.
Another important field operator for the medium is the
vector potential A. The magnetic field B equals =3A. In the
canonical quantization theories [11,12] upon which our
Hamiltonian (1) is based, the generalized Coulomb gauge is
chosen, which means that A is generalized transverse. Its
expansion in terms of the normal modes is given below. With
Eq. (10) this leads to
Asr,vd ; o
l
˛ "
2«0vl
falsvdflsrd + al
†svdfl
*srdg
s15ad
=As0dsr,vd +
1
ivom G
Tsr,Rm,vd · Smsvd
+
1
ivom G
Tsr,Rm,vd · Vmsvd · FsRm,vd .
s15bd
Analogously to Eq. (11), an undisturbed term, a source term
and a scattering term can be identified for the vector poten-
tial.
A difference between Eq. (11) for the field F and Eq.
(15b) for A is that only the former is a Lippmann-Schwinger
equation and that A immediately follows from the solution of
F, rather than vice versa. In a minimal-coupling formalism,
one would find a Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the vec-
tor potential instead. Another important difference between
the equations for the two fields is that in Eq. (15b) for A the
generalized transverse Green function GT appears, rather
than the dyadic K of Eq. (11). Definitions of and relations
between G ,GT, and K will be studied shortly, in Sec. III.
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Often, Lippmann-Schwinger equations are derived in “all-
light” formalisms that start with a given optical potential as a
perturbation. Here instead, the approach started one level
deeper and the optical potential Vm is output rather than in-
put. An important feature in Eq. (11) is that the atoms are not
only point scatterers (potentials), but also point sources for
light. Both appear as two sides of the same coin in one equa-
tion. Solutions for the equation will be discussed shortly in
Sec. IV for one atom and in Sec. V for several atoms.
III. GREEN FUNCTIONS OF THE MEDIUM
The dyadic quantities K and GT will now be related to the
Green function of the medium. The (full) Green tensor
Gsr ,r8 ,vd of an inhomogeneous medium characterized by
the dielectric function «srd is the solution of the wave equa-
tion
− = 3 = 3 Gsr,r8,vd + «srdsv/cd2Gsr,r8,vd = dsr − r8dI ,
s16d
where the right-hand side is the ordinary Dirac delta function
times the unit tensor.
For a discussion of GT, it is useful to first introduce the
concept of a generalized transverse delta function [5,12].
(For comparison, Green and delta functions of a homoge-
neous medium are given in the Appendix.) A generalized
transverse delta function d«
T (a distribution) can be defined in
terms of the mode functions fl [see Eq. (2)]:
d«
Tsr,r8d ; o
l
fl
*srdflsr8d«sr8d . s17d
Now d«
T has the projection property edr1 d¯«Tsr1 ,rd ·XTsr1d
=XTsrd for all (ordinary) transverse vector fields XT. The bar
in d¯«
T denotes the transpose. The same projection can be ap-
plied to Eq. (16). In doing so, the transverse double-curl term
is projected onto itself. The generalized transverse Green
function GT can now be defined such that «srdGTsr ,r8 ,vd
equals the projection edr1d¯«Tsr1 ,rd · f«sr1dGsr1 ,r8dg. The
projection then leads to the following equation for GT:
− = 3 = 3 Gsr,r8,vd + «srdsv/cd2GTsr,r8,vd = d¯«Tsr8,rd .
s18d
Notice that G rather than GT appears in the first term. Fur-
thermore, a longitudinal Green function GL can be defined as
G−GT. By taking the difference of Eq. (16) and Eq. (18) one
can see that GL has the form
GLsr,r8d ;
1
«srdsv/cd2
fdsr − r8dI − d¯«Tsr8,rdg s19ad
;
1
«srdsv/cd2
d¯«
Lsr8,rd , s19bd
In equality (19b) the generalized longitudinal delta function
d«
L was defined as the difference between the ordinary Dirac
and the generalized transverse delta function, so that d«
T
+d«
L
=dI. We called GL the longitudinal Green function, but it
is not self-evident that for every inhomogeneous dielectric
GL is longitudinal indeed. Proofs that edr8GLsr ,r8d ·XTsr8d
=0 and also that edr XTsrd ·GLsr ,r8d=0 can be found with
the help of Eqs. (32a) and (32b) of Ref. [12], respectively.
Then, since GL is longitudinal, G in Eq. (18) can be replaced
by GT. Hence the projection of Eq. (16) leads to a unique
defining equation for GT.
From Eqs. (2) and (18), it follows that the generalized
transverse Green tensor GT has the mode expansion
GTsr,r8,vd = c2o
l
flsrdfl
*sr8d
sv + ihd2 − vl
2 . s20d
In this manifestly generalized transverse form, GT appeared
in Eq. (15b) for the vector potential. In the denominator of
Eq. (20) we have for once made explicit the positive and
infinitesimally small imaginary part of the frequency v,
through the term ih. With the positive sign of the imaginary
part, Eq. (20) is the causal Green function which trans-
formed back to the time-domain gives a Green function
GTsr ,r8 , t− t0d which is nonzero only for positive time dif-
ferences st− t0d.
We are now in the position to rewrite and interpret the
dyadic K [see Eq. (14)] that appears in the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation (11) for the field F:
Ksr,r8,vd = c2o
l
flsrdfl
*sr8d
v2 − vl
2 − sc/vd
2o
l
flsrdfl
*sr8d
= GTsr,r8,vd −
1
«srdsv/cd2
d¯«
Tsr8,rd . s21d
It consists of the generalized transverse Green function (20)
and a term proportional to the transpose of the generalized
transverse delta function, d¯«
T (17). Both terms are medium-
dependent. Note that K is generalized transverse in its vari-
able r. If only because of this property, K is not equal to the
total Green function (16). Nevertheless, the definition (19b)
of the longitudinal Green function can be used to rewrite K
as
Ksr,r8,vd = Gsr,r8,vd −
1
«srdsv/cd2
dsr − r8dI . s22d
According to this identity, the dyadic K differs from the full
Green function of the medium only when its two position
arguments r and r8 coincide. Although different from G, the
quantity K will also be called a Green function. The occur-
rence of K rather than G in the Lippmann-Schwinger equa-
tion will be discussed further in the Appendix, where the
volume-integrated electric field around an atom is calculated.
IV. SINGLE-ATOM PROPERTIES ALTERED
BY THE MEDIUM
A. Solution of the LS equation
An atom in a group of atoms in an inhomogeneous dielec-
tric will have different properties as compared to free space,
because of the dielectric and because of the other atoms. In
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this section the effect of the medium on the individual atoms
will be considered. The next and major step, in Sec. V, will
be to study some effects that the medium-modified atoms can
have on each other.
Assume that in the dielectric there is only one guest atom
present with dipole moment m and transition frequency V.
The effect of the medium on the scattering and emission
properties of the atom can be found by solving Eq. (11)
exactly by successive iterations
F = fEs0d + K · Sg + K · V · fEs0d + K · Sg
+ K · V · K · V · fEs0d + K · Sg + fl . s23d
In this equation, K and V are classical quantities, whereas
F ,Es0d, and S are quantum mechanical operators. The infinite
series of multiple-scattering terms can be summed to give
Fsr,vd = Es0dsr,vd + Fscatsr,vd + Fsourcesr,vd , s24d
where, as before, Es0dsr ,vd is the electric-field operator of
the inhomogeneous medium in the absence of the guest at-
oms.
The operator Fscatsr ,vd in Eq. (24) describes light that is
scattered by the guest atom at position R and it has the form
Fscatsr,vd = Ksr,R,vd · Tsvd · Es0dsR,vd , s25d
with the single-atom T-matrix defined by
Tsvd = mˆTsvdmˆ = mˆF Vsvd1 − mˆ · KsR,R,vd · mˆVsvdGmˆ .
s26d
The T-matrix is sometimes written as −sv /cd2 times a dy-
namical polarizability asvd [compare with Eq. (13)] and
both depend on the atomic position inside the inhomoge-
neous dielectric. The expectation value of the scattered field
(25) only depends on the initial quantum state of the light
(through the term Es0d). Unlike for a two-level atom, the
light-scattering properties of a harmonic-oscillator atom do
not depend on the atomic excitation. The scattering process
can be read from right to left in the right-hand side of Eq.
(25): light Es0d that has not yet seen the atom scatters off the
atom (as described by T), and the scattered part of the light
propagates through the dielectric as described by K.
Finally, there is in Eq. (24) the source field
Fsourcesr,vd = Ksr,R,vd · Ssvd
+ Ksr,R,vd · Tsvd · KsR,R,vd · Ssvd .
s27d
Expectation values of the source field Fsource only depend on
the initial atomic state. Notice that the same T-matrix that
shows up in the scattered field (25) also appears in the source
field (27). Light emitted by an atomic point source will be
studied further in Sec. IV B and scattered light in Sec. IV C.
B. Light emitted by a point source
The source field (27) can be rewritten as
Fsourcesr,vd =
Ksr,R,vd · Ssvd
1 − mˆ · KsR,R,vd · mˆVsvd
, s28d
with Ssvd as defined in Eq. (12). The time dependence of the
source field at the position r due to the presence of the
source at R follows from the inverse Laplace transform of
Eq. (28),
Fsourcesr,td =
1
2pE
−‘
‘
dv e−ivtFsourcesr,vd . s29d
This integral cannot be evaluated further without the explicit
knowledge of the Green function K. The source field decays
in time due to spontaneous emission by the atom. The decay
rate can be found by multiplying numerator and denominator
in Eq. (28) by sv2−V2d and by realizing that the zeros v
=V1sVd of v2−V2−2VXsvd with
Xsvd ; mˆ · KsR,R,vd · mˆfm2v2/s"«0c2dg s30d
are the frequency poles of the source field. Until now, our
solution is exact. At this point we make a pole approxima-
tion, which is only valid if the atom-field coupling is weak.
The pole approximation gives V1=V+XsVd, with XsVd the
difference between the dressed resonance frequency V1sVd
and the bare atomic resonance frequency V. The exponential
(amplitude) spontaneous-decay rate is
G/2 ; − Im XsVd . s31d
The decay rate of the intensity of the field is G. It is nonne-
gative by definition of K in Eq. (14). The delta function term
in K (22) and the longitudinal Green function GLsR ,R ,Vd in
Eq. (19a) are real quantities, so that G is proportional to the
imaginary part of only the generalized transverse Green
function GT. The property that GL does not contribute to the
spontaneous-emission rate is a generalization of the well-
known result for homogeneous dielectrics [43] and it only
holds for nonabsorbing dielectrics. Using the mode compo-
sition Eq. (20) of GT, we find G
=p / s"«0dolum · flsrdu2vldsV−vld, the same expression that
one also finds from Fermi’s golden rule [5]. The decay rate
depends both on the atom’s position and on its orientation
inside the inhomogeneous dielectric. For free space, the
imaginary part of G0TsR ,R ,Vd is equal to −V / s6pcdI [see
Eq. (A2a)]. This gives the familiar free-space spontaneous-
decay rate G0=m2V3 / s3p"«0c3d.
The dressed resonance frequency V1 can be written as
V+D8sVd− iGsVd /2. Apart from a decay rate there is a fre-
quency shift D8 that is equal to Re XsVd. For two reasons, D8
is infinitely large even for free space. First, the delta function
term dsr−RdI / f«sRdsv /cd2g in Eq. (22) diverges when r and
R are equal. This self-interaction term is medium-dependent
through the factor «sRd, but here and in the following we
assume that guest atoms are electronically well separated
from the dielectric medium, so that an empty-cavity model
applies where the relative dielectric function is equal to unity
at the position of the guest atom [12]. The second reason
why D8 diverges is well known for free space: G0sr ,R ,vd
diverges when r approaches R [see Eqs. (A2a) and (A2b)].
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By a procedure called mass renormalization, the combined
radiative shift in free space becomes finite, see for example
[44]. From now on we can assume that V is the observable
atomic frequency in free space; inside a dielectric, the atomic
frequency shifts by an amount D that is given by the real part
of fXsvd−X0sVdg, or in terms of the Green functions
D = mˆ · RefGsR,R,Vd − G0sR,R,Vdg · mˆSm2V2
"«0c
2D .
s32d
The shift depends on the atomic position and dipole orienta-
tion. Notice that the full Green function is needed to deter-
mine the line shift, whereas for the decay rate it sufficed to
know GT.
The position-dependent radiative shifts are a mechanism
of inhomogeneous broadening of the detected light. Elec-
tronic shifts usually dominate inhomogeneous broadening.
Experimentally it will be hard to single out radiative shifts (a
photonic effect) from electronic line shifts (due to changes in
the atomic wave functions inside the medium).
C. Light scattered by a point scatterer
In the scattered field of Eq. (25), the atom appears as a
point scatterer with an internal resonance in the optical po-
tential Vsvd and a corresponding resonance in the T-matrix in
Eq. (26). The scattered field has frequency poles in the
T-matrix (just like the source field), but it also has poles for
every optical mode frequency ±vl (unlike the source field).
The time-dependence of the scattered field can be understood
by separating the frequency poles (straightforward, but not
spelled out here), again followed by an inverse Laplace
transformation. In the following, place the atom in the origin.
For the part of Fscat featuring the annihilation operators, one
finds
Fscat
s+d sr,td = o
l
− m2
2p"«0c2
˛"vl
2«0
al
s0ds0dfls0d · mˆ
3 E
−‘
‘
dv v2e−ivtKsr,0,vd · mˆ
3H− 2VsV + Dd2 − vl2 + G2/4 − ivlG 1v − vl
+
V/sV + Dd
V + D − vl − iG/2
1
v − V − D + iG/2
+
V/sV + Dd
V + D + vl + iG/2
1
v + V + D + iG/2J . s33d
The negative-frequency part Fs−d of the field equals fFs+dg†.
The three terms between curly brackets in Eq. (33) corre-
spond to different optical processes. The first term describes
elastic light scattering by the guest atom inside the inhomo-
geneous dielectric; the second term has an exponentially de-
caying time dependence and corresponds to resonance fluo-
rescence; finally, the third term is an exponentially decaying
nonresonant term, corresponding to an utterly improbable
process that one could call antiresonance fluorescence. In a
rotating-wave approximation this process would disappear.
After neglecting this third term, all the v-poles in the integral
(33) have positive real parts, so that Eq. (33) can be called
the positive-frequency part of the field Fscat.
Now consider the second term in Eq. (33) in more detail.
In the resonance fluorescence process the guest atom is ex-
cited by light of frequency vp, after which the atomic source
decays exponentially due to light emission at frequency Vs.
(In contrast, elastically scattered light oscillates with the
pump frequency vp.) The fluorescent light has the same
position-dependent emission rates GsR ,Vd (31) and line
shifts DsR ,Vd (32) as found for spontaneous emission be-
fore. A difference between the source-field of Eq. (28) and
the fluorescent light in Eq. (33) is that the latter also contains
the information how well the pump light that comes in via
mode l= p can excite the atom, in the factor fps0d · mˆ. This
difference is especially important for inhomogeneous dielec-
trics, where atoms will be excited easier here than there. And
indeed, it is through the process of resonance fluorescence
that lifetimes of atoms in dielectric media are usually mea-
sured.
In a resonance fluorescence experiment, a light pulse or
wave packet passes the atom during a time T. In expression
(33), the intensity of resonantly emitted light depends on the
expectation value with respect to the quantum state of light
at time t=0. This can only be a valid description of the
process if T!G−1, in other words, if the wave packet is so
short that it “prepares percussionally the excited state” ([45],
p. 97) of the atom at time t=0. This is typically the case,
even if the medium broadens the excitation pulse: excitation
pulses last picoseconds and lifetimes lie in the nanosecond
regime.
V. SEVERAL ATOMS AS POINT SOURCES
AND SCATTERERS
A. Solution of the LS equation
In Sec. IV it was found how scattering by and emission
rates of single atoms are influenced by their dielectric sur-
roundings. In the present section it is studied how the
medium-modified atoms can influence each other. The
atomic wave functions are assumed not to overlap each other
and to be unaffected by the dielectric. The atomic positions
can be arbitrary, so we can decide to choose the atoms on a
line [46] or on a lattice [47] or at random positions. The
general method to solve the Lippmann-Schwinger equation
(11) in this more complicated situation is outlined here. In
Sec. VI, the formalism will be used to study two-atom su-
perradiance inside an inhomogeneous dielectric medium.
For one atom, the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (11) was
solved by summing a series to all orders of the atomic po-
tential. In the present many-atom case all atomic transition
dipole moments, orientations, and frequencies are allowed to
be different so that also all optical potentials V j are different.
The LS equation will now be solved by efficiently summing
a somewhat more complicated series. Use the abbreviations
F=Fsr ,vd, Fm=FsRm ,vd, Km=Ksr ,Rm ,vd, Kmn
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=KsRm ,Rn ,vd, and introduce Fs1d;Es0dsr ,vd
+omKsr ,Rm ,vd ·Smsvd. Also, Fn
s1d is shorthand for Fs1dsRnd.
By iteration it follows that the field sF−Fs1dd of Eq. (11)
becomes
o
n=1
N
Kn · Vn · Fns1d + o
m,n=1
N
Km · Vm · Kmn · Vn · Fns1d
+ o
m,p,n=1
N
Km · Vm · Kmp · Vp · Kpn · Vn · Fns1d + fl .
s34ad
This can conveniently be rewritten in terms of the single-
atom T-matrices of Eq. (26) as
o
n=1
N
Kn · Tn · Fns1d + o
m,n=1
N
Km · Tm · Kmn8 · Tn · Fns1d
+ o
m,p,n=1
N
Km · Tm · Kmp8 · Tp · Kpn8 · Tn · Fns1d + fl .
s34bd
Here the tensor Kmn8 is defined as s1−dmndKmn, which by
virtue of Eq. (22) is equal to Gmn8 ;s1−dmndGmn. A single-
atom T-matrix already sums up all multiple potential-
scattering off a single atom, which explains that neighboring
T-matrices in terms of this series belong to different atoms.
The equivalence of Eqs. (34a) and (34b) can be seen by
expanding single-atom T-matrices in terms of single-atom
potentials. Now every higher-order term in Eq. (34b) can be
constructed from the previous-order term by inserting into
the latter the N3N matrix with si , jd-elements mˆi ·Gij8 ·T j · mˆ j.
By summing the geometric series of matrices and dropping
the abbreviations, it follows that
Fsr,vd = Fs1dsr,vd + o
m,n=1
N
Ksr,Rm,vd · TmnsNdsvd · Fs1dsRn,vd ,
s35d
with the N-atom T-matrix
TmnsNdsvd = mˆmTmnsNdsvdmˆn = mˆmTmsvdMmn−1 svdmˆn. s36d
The N3N matrix Msvd is defined as
Mijsvd = dij − s1 − dijdmˆi · GsRi,R j,vd · mˆ jTjsvd . s37d
Equations (36) and (37) neatly sum up infinitely many scat-
tering events which are not described by G. Light propaga-
tion in between the scattering off one atom and the next one
is described by G and need not be rectilinear, since G is the
Green function of the inhomogeneous medium.
As before, the total field F consists of the part Es0d that
has not seen the atoms, a scattered part and a source-field
part. The field operator that describes the scattering of light
by the N-atom system has the form
Fscatsr,vd = o
m,n=1
N
Ksr,Rm,vd · TmnsNdsvd · Es0dsRn,vd .
s38d
This is a generalization of the single-atom result of Eq. (25).
It describes elastic scattering as well as resonance fluores-
cence off N atoms in an inhomogeneous medium. The expec-
tation value of Fscat depends on the initial quantum state of
light only. Similarly, for the N-atom source-field that only
depends on the initial atomic state, we find
Fsourcesr,vd = o
m=1
N
KsNdsr,Rm,vd · Smsvd , s39d
which generalizes Eq. (27). Here, KsNd is a Green function of
the inhomogeneous dielectric including the N atoms:
KsNdsr,r8,vd = Ksr,r8,vd
+ o
m,n=1
N
Ksr,Rm,vd · TmnsNdsvd · KsRn,r8,vd .
s40d
For r and r8 different from one of the positions Rm,
KsNdsr ,r8 ,vd is equal to what one would call the total Green
function GsNd of both the dielectric and its guests. The solu-
tion (39) shows that the source-field KsNdsr ,Rm ,vd ·Smsvd
that emanates from atom m is influenced by the positions,
orientations, dipole moments and resonance frequencies of
the sN−1d other atoms. Notice that the same N-atom
T-matrix describes the N-atom source fields and scattered
fields. The two-atom source field will be studied in Sec. VI.
B. Interatomic interactions
In the results of Sec. V A, interatomic interactions can be
identified. Before doing that, we briefly mention possible
interatomic interactions that we already neglected or that
simply do not occur in our theory. In a minimal-coupling
formalism there would be a direct atom-atom interaction in
the Hamiltonian. In a multipole formalism, the only direct
interaction between neutral atoms is an interatomic polariza-
tion energy [42]. Classically, this interaction is zero unless
the smallest spheres containing the atomic charges have non-
zero overlap [42]. Quantum mechanically, this “contact en-
ergy” is negligible unless the interatomic distance is of the
order of the size of the atoms such that wave functions over-
lap. We assumed that the atoms were further apart. Together
with the fact that atoms are much smaller than the wave-
length of light, this allows us to make the dipole approxima-
tion in which atoms are considered as point dipoles. There-
fore, direct interactions between the atoms are absent in the
dipole Hamiltonian Eq. (1). Our approximations make that
the only interatomic interactions that we can find are retarded
dipole-dipole interactions, mediated by the electromagnetic
field.
Indeed, in Sec. V A interatomic interactions showed up in
the N-atom T-matrix as terms proportional to the causal
Green tensor of the medium. For two noncoinciding posi-
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tions R1 and R2, the interaction (with dimension: [fre-
quency]) has the form
J12 = JsR1,R2,vd =
m1m2v
2
"«0c
2 mˆ1 · GsR1,R2,vd · mˆ2
=
m1m2
"«0
o
l
mˆ1 · flsR1dfl
*sR2d · mˆ2
vl
2
v2 − vl
2 . s41d
For the latter identity, Eqs. (14) and (22) were used. Only
after making a pole approximation in Sec. VI will it become
fully clear why we identify precisely this expression as the
dipole-dipole interaction. Modes with eigenfrequencies vl
;0 were absent in the dipole interaction (1c) and conse-
quently are absent in the dipole-dipole interaction (41).
The Green function G can be written as the sum of the
generalized transverse Green function GT and a longitudinal
Green function GL [recall Eqs. (19)–(22)]. The dipole-dipole
interaction can be split into two analogous parts. The gener-
alized transverse part is
JgtranssR1,R2,vd =
m1m2v
2
"«0
o
l
mˆ1 · flsR1dfl
*sR2d · mˆ2
v2 − vl
2 .
s42ad
It is also called the “resonant dipole-dipole interaction” (or
RDDI). The strongest contribution to this interaction comes
from the modes l with eigenfrequencies vl near v, which
explains the adjective “resonant.” Notice that Jgtrans is zero
when v is zero. The other part is the longitudinal dipole-
dipole interaction Jlong that has the mode expansion
JlongsR1,R2d = −
m1m2
"«0
o
l
mˆ1 · flsR1dfl
*sR2d · mˆ2.
s42bd
Notice that Jlong is independent of the frequency v. It is the
generalization of the static dipole-dipole interaction that is
well known for free space. Both the generalized transverse
and the longitudinal dipole-dipole interactions are given here
in terms of generalized transverse modes. Both Jgtrans and
Jlong are influenced by the medium.
Both GT and GL have nonretarded dipole terms, so that a
change in a source term changes instantaneously the longi-
tudinal and generalized transverse fields elsewhere. It is only
their sum that is fully retarded. This is well known for free-
space Green tensors (see [48]) and it holds likewise for the
Green functions GhomT and GhomL of homogeneous dielectrics
as given in the Appendix.
It might seem strange that the longitudinal interaction Eq.
(42b) is not given in terms of longitudinal modes. The physi-
cal reason is that longitudinal modes do not couple to the
atoms in our formalism (see Sec. II A). Still, apart from the
generalized transverse solutions fl (with vlÞ0) of the wave
equation (2), there are also longitudinal solutions qn (with
vn=0). There is a mathematical identity that allows one to
rewrite the longitudinal interaction Eq. (42b) in terms of lon-
gitudinal modes. The identity originates from the fact that the
modes hfl ,qnj together span the entire space of functions h
with edr«srduhsrdu2,‘. This space consists of a subspace of
generalized transverse functions and a longitudinal subspace.
The completeness relation in the entire space reads
olflsrdfl
*sr8d«sr8d+onqnsrdqn
*sr8d«sr8d=dsr−r8dI, with I the
unit tensor. It follows that for rÞr8, one can replace
olflsrdfl
*sr8d in Eq. (42b) by minus the sum onqnsrdqn
*sr8d.
Incidentally, the longitudinal modes qn of the medium are
different from the free-space longitudinal modes, because of
their different orthogonality relations edr«srdqnsrd ·qn8
* srd
=dnn8.
VI. TWO-ATOM SUPERRADIANCE IN INHOMOGENEOUS
MEDIUM
The general results of Sec. V will now be applied to two
identical atoms positioned in an inhomogeneous dielectric.
Assume that the two atoms have identical electronic transi-
tion frequencies V and dipole moments m= umu; their dipole
orientations mˆ1 and mˆ2 need not be identical. The source
field of this two-atom system is [see Eq. (39)]
Fsourcesr,vd = Ks2dsr,R1,vd · S1svd + Ks2dsr,R2,vd · S2svd .
s43d
The goal is now to calculate the Green function Ks2d of the
dielectric including the guest atoms, in terms of the proper-
ties of the medium and of the individual atoms.
According to Eq. (40), the Green function Ks2d is known
once the T-matrix Ts2d (36) is determined; Ts2d can be found
by inverting the 232 matrix M (37), in which the single-
atom T-matrices occur that are given in Eq. (26) and the
Green function K of the dielectric in Eq. (22). It follows that
the two-atom T-matrix is
Ts2d =
1/b
1 − T1J12
2 T2/b2
S mˆ1mˆ1bT1 mˆ1mˆ2T1J12T2
mˆ2mˆ1T2J12T1 mˆ2mˆ2bT2
D ,
s44d
with the dipole-dipole interaction J12 defined in Eq. (41) and
b as m2v2 / s"«0c2d. Each of the four matrix elements of Ts2d
is a dyadic of the same type as the single-atom T-matrix (26).
Now abbreviate Ksr ,R1 ,vd as Ksr1d and similarly for other
terms. The Green function Ks2dsr1d can be written with Eq.
(40) as
Ks2dsr1d = Ksr1d · fI + T11s2d · Ks11d + T12s2d · Ks21dg
+ Ksr2d · fT21s2d · Ks11d + T22s2d · Ks21dg . s45d
Use Eq. (44) to rewrite the T-matrix elements of Ts2d in terms
of the single-atom T-matrices. The first one of the two parts
of the source field (43) is associated with light initially re-
siding in atom 1. This part can be written in terms of single-
atom properties as
Ks2dsr1d · S1 = S 1 + T1X1/b1 − T1J122 T2/b2D
3fKsr1d · mˆ1 + Ksr2d · mˆ2T2J21/bgS1,
s46d
with Xi=Xisvd as defined in Eq. (30). The source field has
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now been expressed in terms of the T-matrices of the indi-
vidual atoms, but it is rewarding to break up the T-matrices
in parts that depend on the medium alone and parts that
depend on the atoms:
Ks2dsr1d · S1 =
sv2 − V2dS1fKsr1d · mˆ1sv2 − V2 − 2VX2d + Ksr2d · mˆ22VJ12g
sv2 − V2d2 − 2VsX1 + X2dsv2 − V2d + 4V2sX1X2 − J12
2 d
. s47d
The denominator carries the important information about the
resonance frequencies V±sVd of the two-atom system. There
are two resonance frequencies near V and two near −V. If
these resonance frequencies change little due to the electro-
magnetic coupling with the dielectric, we can replace the
frequency dependent functions X1,2svd and J12svd in the
above expression by their values in v= ±V. This is the pole
approximation that we also made for the single atom. We
find the two resonance frequencies
V±sVd = V +
X1 + X2
2
±˛SX1 − X22 D
2
+ J12
2
. s48d
The other two resonance frequencies occur at −V±
*sVd, so
that all four have negative imaginary parts.
When the atoms are far apart, then J12 tends to zero and
the two resonance frequencies V± (48) are simply the two
single-atom frequencies V1 and V2 with their medium-
dependent radiative shifts D1,2 and decay rates G1,2. In the
other extreme situation, for atoms with parallel dipoles atoms
(almost) on top of each other, −Im V+ approaches twice the
single-atom amplitude decay rate, whereas −Im V
−
has the
limiting value zero. Analogous to free space, V+ corresponds
to the superradiant state of the two-atom system in the me-
dium, whereas V
−
is the frequency belonging to the subradi-
ant state.
Now rewrite Eq. (47) as a sum over individual first-order
frequency poles. With Eq. (12) one has
Ks2dsr1d · S1 = o
±
S − imv24«0c2V±D
3fKsr1d · mˆ1s1 ± sin ad ± Ksr2d · mˆ2cos ag
3 fsv + Vdb1s0d + sv − Vdb1
†s0dg
3S 1
v − V±
−
1
v + V±
D . s49d
A (complex) angle a=asVd has been introduced which mea-
sures the inhomogeneity of the medium as felt by the two-
atom system, in comparison with the atom-atom interaction:
sin a ; sV1 − V2d/L, cos a ; 2J12/L , s50d
with L equal to ˛sV1−V2d2+4J122 . When the angle a is zero
(such as in free space), the atoms are said to be placed at
equivalent positions in the medium.
In the expression (48) for the resonance frequencies and
in the angle a (50), a driving term and a detuning can be
discerned. The driving term is the dipole-dipole interaction
J12 and it signifies how important the one atom is as a light
source for the other. The term sV1−V2d /2 is a detuning:
larger medium-induced local differences felt by the identical
atoms make the resonant transfer of a photon between them
less probable. The driving term and the detuning have the
same physical origin and cannot be changed independently.
By bringing the atoms much closer in each other’s near field,
they will be tuned better and interact stronger at the same
time. The outcome of the competition between medium-
induced driving and detuning will be studied in an example
in Sec. VII.
The time dependence of the source field can now be cal-
culated with an inverse Laplace transformation. Notice that
the positive-frequency poles in Eq. (49) have negligible resi-
dues in terms proportional to b1
†; similarly, negative-
frequency poles hardly contribute to terms involving the an-
nihilation operator b1s0d and can be neglected as well. The
total source field Fsourcesr , td is the field (49) that originates
from the initial excitation of the atom labeled 1, accompa-
nied by the source field that originally came from the second
atom:
Fsourcesr,td = L1sr,tdb1s0d + L2sr,tdb2s0d + H.c. s51d
The vector L1 can be written as the sum of L1+ and L1−, with
L1±sr,td ;
− im
4p«0c2
E
−‘
‘
dv
v2e−ivt
v − V±
v + V
2V±
3 fKsr,R1,vd · mˆ1s1 ± sin ad
± Ksr,R2,vd · mˆ2cos ag . s52d
This is the central result of this section. Vectors L2± can be
found by interchanging the indices 1 and 2 in the right-hand
side of Eq. (52), which also causes a sign change in sin a
(50).
Equation (52) describes the full time dependence of the
source that is excited at time t=0. Initially light has been
emitted but has not arrived at the detector yet. This initial
phase lasts a certain delay time td, depending on the optical
path length between source and detector. The initial phase is
followed by a transient regime, in which light that has cho-
sen the shortest path already arrives at the detector at r,
while light that takes a longer path has not arrived yet. The
transient regime can be neglected if it lasts much shorter than
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the typical atomic decay time, which is usually the case.
Assuming the same delay time for both resonance frequen-
cies and for both atoms, we find
L1±sr,td ;
− mV±sV + V±d
4«0c2
ust − tdde−iV±t
3 fKsr,R1,Vd · mˆ1s1 ± sin ad
± Ksr,R2,Vd · mˆ2cos ag . s53d
In this equation we see that the source amplitudes of the
atoms are influenced by their environment. There are overall
factors which are equal for both atoms. The atoms differ in
that the source amplitude of the light that is finally emitted
by the first atom has a factor s1±sin ad while the corre-
sponding factor for the second atom is cos a. The results for
the source field can be inserted into the intensity operator
[33]
Isr,td = 2«0cEs−dsr,td · Es+dsr,td , s54d
to give the time-dependent intensity of the light emitted by
the two atoms, at a detector position where «srd equals unity.
Suppose that the two atoms share a single excitation so that
their initial state is the superposition
uCst = 0dl = fpb1
†s0d + eif˛1 − p2b2†s0dgu0l . s55d
Then the expectation value of the intensity operator is
kIsr,tdl = 2«0chp2uL1u2 + s1 − p2duL2u2
+ 2p˛1 − p2RefeifL1* · L2gj , s56d
where variables sr , td were dropped.
From Eqs. (53) and (56) it follows that both atoms act as
sources and superradiance can take place, even if only the
first atom is initially excited (so that p=1). This point was
stressed for two-atom emission in free space in [49]. The
time-dependent intensity that passes at r is a complicated
interference pattern of source fields emitted by four sources:
a fast(er) and a (more) slowly decaying source at R1, and
also a fast and a slow source at the atomic position R2. The
photon is shared by and exchanged between the atoms until
it is finally emitted, via either the fast superradiant or the
slow subradiant decay process. Amplitudes of the fast and
slow sources originating from an initially unexcited atom
depend both on the interaction between the atoms and on
their medium-induced detuning.
VII. APPLICATION: SUPERRADIANCE NEAR
A PARTIALLY REFLECTING PLANE
Our multiple-scattering formalism will now be applied to
the situation of two identical atomic dipoles in the vicinity of
an infinitely thin plane that partially reflects light. We are
interested in medium-induced spontaneous-emission rates,
Lamb shifts, interatomic interactions, and sub- and superra-
diant decay rates. These quantities of interest can be ex-
pressed in terms of the Green tensor of the medium. In a
recent paper [50], we already developed a method to effi-
ciently calculate the Green tensor of a medium consisting of
one “plane scatterer” and of several parallel planes, but we
only used it to calculate spontaneous-emission rates. For a
more detailed discussion of the plane-scatterer model and the
method to calculate the Green tensor, we refer to [50]. Be-
low, we give a brief outline of our calculations. We will then
focus on those aspects of our results that we believe are
generic for many more inhomogeneous dielectrics.
The atomic dipoles are assumed identical and parallel to
each other sm1=m2d, and parallel to the plane. Moreover,
assume the atomic positions Ri= sxi ,yi ,zid to be confined to
the line xi=yi=0. The plane is assumed perpendicular to the
z axis. The interatomic interaction Eq. (41) can then be writ-
ten as
J12 = JsR1,R2,Vd = G0S 3c4VDE0
‘
dkikisGss + Gvvd . s57d
Here, Gss stands for the component of the Green tensor
Gski ,z1 ,z2 ,Vd that describes propagation of s-polarized
light, while Gvv describes p-polarized light [50]. For a single
plane, we have
Gssski,z1,z2,Vd = G0ssski,z1,z2,Vd + G0ssski,z1,zplane,Vd
3Tssski,VdG0ssski,zplane,z2,Vd . s58d
The free-space tensor component G0
ssski ,z1 ,z2 ,Vd equals
expsikzuz1−z2ud / s2ikzd, with the wave vector kz defined as
˛sV /cd2−ki2. The T-matrix Tssski ,Vd of the plane for
s-polarized light has the form −fsDeffsV /cd2d−1− i / s2kzdg−1.
The plane is fully characterized by the single parameter Deff,
which we call its “effective thickness.” We choose the value
Deff=0.23l. With this choice, 32% of s-polarized light is
transmitted through the plane when averaged over 4p incom-
ing angles. Higher values of Deff give less transmission. For
the Green tensor component Gvv in Eq. (57) one can write an
expression analogous to Eq. (58): in the right-hand side
of Eq. (58), the components G0ss must be replaced by G0vv
= skzc /Vd2G0ss, and Tssski ,Vd by Tvvski ,Vd=
−fsDeffsV /cd2d−1− ikzc2 / s2V2dg−1.
If in the integral Eq. (57) the in-plane wave vector ki
becomes larger than V /c, then the wave vector kz becomes
purely imaginary and equal to ik, with k equal to
˛ki2− sV /cd2. The semi-infinite integration interval in Eq.
(57) therefore falls apart into two parts: a radiative part with
ki between 0 and V /c, and an evanescent part with ki from
V /c onwards. The evanescent part of the integral is purely
real, except that there is a purely imaginary contribution
from a pole in Tss at k=DeffsV /cd2 /2. This pole corresponds
to an s-polarized guided mode. Near the pole, the real eva-
nescent part of the integral over the s-wave integrand in Eq.
(57) must be taken as a Cauchy principal-value integral.
There is no corresponding pole in Tvv. The evanescent part of
the integral for p-polarized light is purely real and can be
evaluated numerically right away. All relative errors in our
numerical results are smaller than 10−6.
The single-atom spontaneous-decay rate Eq. (31) can be
found from the interaction Eq. (41) through the relation
GsR1 ,Vd=−2Im J12sR1 ,R1 ,Vd, while the the Lamb shift
Eq. (32) follows from DsR1 ,Vd=RefJ12sR1 ,R1 ,Vd
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s0dsR1 ,R1 ,Vdg. Figure 1 shows how single-atom proper-
ties are modified by the presence of the plane. The figure
shows a peak in the decay rate near the plane due to emission
into the guided modes [50]. Away from the plane, the decay
rate shows damped oscillations towards the free-space decay
rate G0. There are two oscillations per wavelength l, a char-
acteristic also well-known for spontaneous emission near a
perfect mirror [44]. The Lamb shift shows similar damped
oscillations around D=0 away from the plane. At distances
less than l /10 the shift becomes strongly negative and it
actually diverges to minus infinity. The atom is attracted to
the plane [44], but here we assume atomic positions to be
fixed.
In Fig. 2 we present dipole-dipole interactions for two
atoms near a plane. The first atom is kept fixed in the origin,
the distance of the plane to this first atom is chosen, and then
the absolute value of the interatomic interaction J12 is plotted
as a function of the position of the second atom, relative to
the free-space value uJ12
s0du. The interaction is the sum of ra-
diative and evanescent interactions, of both s-polarized and
p-polarized light. The figure shows that for z2 approaching
z1=0, the relative difference between uJ12u and the (diver-
gent) free-space interaction strength uJ12
s0du becomes negli-
gible, irrespective of the position of the plane. This holds
independently of the reflectivity of the plane (not shown in
Fig. 1). Interestingly, the dipole-dipole interaction is also in-
dependent of the position of the plane (but not of its reflec-
tivity) if the plane stands in between the two atoms. In other
words, with the atomic positions fixed at either side of the
plane, one can move the plane back and forth without chang-
ing the interatomic interaction. This fact can be read off from
Fig. 2 for z2 /l.0.4, where the three graphs (corresponding
to three plane positions) overlap. It can also be understood
from the form of the interaction in Eq. (57), because all
terms in the interaction either depend on uz2−z1u or on suz1
−zplaneu+ uz2−zplaneud. For z2,0 and uz2u@l, the relative in-
teraction uJ12/J12
s0du approaches a constant value, which can be
either larger or smaller than unity, depending on the distance
of the plane to atom 1. As a check on our calculations (not
shown), we found that interatomic interactions vanished (as
expected) when an almost ideal mirror (a plane with Deff
=100l) is placed in between them.
Figure 3(a) shows two-atom superradiant and subradiant
decay rates, as modified by the presence of the plane. The
plots are based on Eqs. (48) and (57). The complex square
root in Eq. (48) has solutions that differ by an overall minus
sign. Care was taken to choose the solution from the same
branch as we varied the position of the second atom. Without
the plane, one would have had G0,±=G072 Im J12
s0d
. With the
plane, the medium-induced detuning becomes negligible as
z2 approaches z1. Then G− /G0 vanishes, as in free space. The
corresponding small-distance limit of G+ /G0 is not equal to 2
as for free space, but rather twice the single-atom decay rate
G=1.14G0 in the presence of the plane. If the second atom
moves towards the mirror, then the medium-induced detun-
ing (see Fig. 1) grows fast while the dipole-dipole interaction
(Fig. 2) decreases. With Eq. (48) we then find that G
−
.G2
and G+.G1. Indeed, for z2 closer than l /10 to the plane, G−
follows the single-plane emission rate of Fig. 1, while G+
equals GsR1 ,Vd=1.14G0. With atom 2 so close to the plane,
superradiance is completely absent, even though the identical
atoms are less than half a wavelength apart. For z2.0.5l or
z2,0.3l, detuning has become less important and the decay
rates follow (not quite sinusoidal) damped oscillations. Their
period is l, as it is for superradiance in free space.
Figure 3(b) again shows super- and subradiant decay
rates, now also for larger interatomic distances. For −4
&z2 /l&3, the rates G± exhibit the same damped oscillations
with period l that we also saw in Fig. 3(a). However, for
z2 /l smaller than −4 or larger than 3, G± show two oscilla-
tions per wavelength, like we saw for the single-atom decay
rate in Fig. 1. Hence we can identify a rather sharp crossover
regime at a few wavelengths away from the plane between
superradiance and single-atom emission. For larger dis-
FIG. 1. Spontaneous-emission rate G (solid line) and Lamb shift
D (dashed line) as a function of the position of an atom near a
partially reflecting plane. The effective thickness of the plane is
Deff=0.23l. The atomic dipole moment points parallel to the plane.
The plane is positioned at zplane=0.4l, to make comparisons with
later figures easier. Both G and D are given in units of G0, and the
positions z are scaled to the wavelength l=2pc /V of the emitted
light. The period of the damped oscillations in both G and D is l /2.
FIG. 2. Absolute values of interatomic interactions
J12sR1 ,R2 ,Vd near a partially reflecting plane, scaled to the free-
space interaction strength uJ12
s0dsR1 ,R2 ,Vdu. The plane is as in Fig. 1.
The first atom’s position is fixed in the origin. The second atom
travels along the line sx2=y2=0,z2d. The atomic dipoles point in the
same directions, parallel to the plane. The three graphs differ in the
position of the plane with respect to the first atom. Solid line:
zplane/l=0.4; dashed line: zplane/l=0.2; dotted line: zplane/l=0.1.
(All three planes are shown, but in each case considered only a
single plane is present.)
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tances, again medium-induced detuning dominates the
dipole-dipole interaction. Indeed for large distances we see
the same behavior as very close to the plane, namely that G
−
approaches G2 (which at these positions almost equals G0)
while G+ has the limiting value G1=1.14G0. In the crossover
regime, uJ12u has the same order of magnitude as the detuning
uD1−D2− isG1−G2d /2u.
If one puts the plane closer to the first atom, then this
atom becomes further detuned from its free-space properties.
The crossover should then take place with the second atom at
shorter distances where the interaction is still stronger. This
we have verified (not shown). At a fixed frequency, the spa-
tial intervals in which superradiance occurs therefore depend
on three distances, namely the interatomic distance and the
distances between each atom and the plane.
Not only the super- and the subradiant emission rates are
influenced by the presence of the plane, but also the source
amplitudes of the two atoms are modified, shown in Eq. (53):
if initially only the first atom is excited, then the source
amplitude of the second atom is modified by a factor C1±
;1±sin a, for superradiant s+d and subradiant s−d decay,
respectively. Atom 2 gets a factor C2;cos a for both decay
processes. Figure 4 shows uC2 /C1+u as z2 is varied. The emis-
sion rates of Fig. 3 and the relative amplitudes in Fig. 4 show
the same crossover regions between oscillations with periods
l /2 and l. When the two atoms coincide, the detuning van-
ishes and uC2 /C1+u equals unity. (For free space, uC2 /C1+u
equals unity everywhere, even if the atoms do not coincide.)
The coinciding atoms are equivalent and superradiance can
occur. On the other hand, close to the plane at uz2 /l−0.4u
&0.1, atom 2 is strongly detuned and uC2 /C1+u vanishes: the
second atom emits none of the light initially residing in the
first one and superradiance does not occur.
Figure 4 also shows that at larger distances (z2&−4 or
z2*3), detuning is again strong enough to make emission by
the second atom less probable than in free space. At these
larger distances, the medium-induced detuning suppresses
the net transfer of light from atom 1 to atom 2 and superra-
diance does not occur. In the two intervals −4,z2l,0.3 and
0.5,z2 /l,3 where superradiance does occur, we see that
the peaks of the relative source amplitude uC2 /C1+u are
higher than unity. There the probability that light initially
residing on the first atom is finally emitted by the second one
is higher than in free space. The peaks of Fig. 4 correspond
to positions of the second atom for which most light is finally
emitted by the second atom, although initially only the first
atom was excited. Interestingly, the peaks of uC2 /C1+u be-
come higher as the second atom moves away from the first.
The highest peaks occur when the complex-valued dipole-
dipole interaction (almost) exactly compensates the
complex-valued detuning. (Such a resonant situation does
not exist for identical atoms in free space.) For larger uz2u, the
dipole-dipole interaction becomes too weak to compensate
for the detuning and Fig. 4 shows very abrupt transitions
from superradiance to single-atom emission on both sides of
the plane.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, a multiple-scattering theory was set up with
at its heart the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (11) that de-
scribes the electromagnetic field operators in an inhomoge-
neous dielectric with guest atoms present. We solved the LS
equation exactly in terms of the properties of the atoms and
FIG. 3. Subradiant and superradiant decay rates for two atoms
near a partially reflecting plane, as a function of the position of the
second atom. The situation is as in Fig. 2 with the plane fixed at
zplane/l=0.4. Figure (a) zooms in around the plane, showing a van-
ishing subradiant decay rate G
−
(solid line) as the second atom
approaches the first one in the origin. The superradiant decay rate
G+ (dashed line) becomes more than twice the single-atom decay
rate G0. Both G− and G+ show perturbed oscillations on the scale of
l. Figure (b) zooms out to larger distances, showing a crossover
regime between damped oscillations with a period l and more dis-
tant oscillations with a period l /2.
FIG. 4. Absolute value of the source amplitude C2=cos a of the
second atom, divided by the source amplitude C1+= s1+sin ad of
the first atom. The situation is as in Fig. 3. The amplitudes are
associated with superradiant emission; see Eq. (53).
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the Green tensors of the medium, both when one and when
several guest atoms are present. The solution for the electric
field operator has three parts: a part that has not seen the
guest atoms, a part that describes the scattering by the reso-
nant atoms, and a part that describes the atoms as sources.
Our formalism is a generalization of an already existing
point-scattering formalism for classical waves. The generali-
zation is twofold: first, our formalism is valid not only for
free space but for atoms in all dielectrics that can be de-
scribed macroscopically in terms of a real relative dielectric
constant «srd. Second, it is a multiple-scattering theory in
quantum optics rather than classical optics. In relation to this
point we find the double nature of atoms both as scatterers
and as sources of light. The formalism is quantum mechani-
cal in the sense that it can describe the propagation and scat-
tering of nonclassical sources of light. These can be either
external or atomic sources. In quantum optics, the medium
must be described with more care, just like the quantum and
classical descriptions of a beam splitter differ [18]. As for the
beam splitter, classical light sources give classical measured
fields in our formalism, since we described the guest atoms
as harmonic oscillators.
A nice feature of the LS equation (11) is that it follows
exactly from a dipole Hamiltonian that is the result of a
canonical quantization theory. The Hamiltonian describes
guest atoms microscopically and treats the dielectric macro-
scopically. The atomic dipoles do not couple to the electric
field operator E but rather to a field operator that we call F
and that includes the atom’s own polarization field. For free
space this is a well known result. We find that the propagator
for the field F in our LS equation is not the ordinary Green
tensor G, but rather a Green tensor that we called K. There
exists a simple relation (22) between G and K for an arbi-
trary dielectric. G can be split into the generalized transverse
Green tensor GT that propagates the vector potential A, and
the longitudinal Green tensor GL.
In the Appendix we showed that the volume-integrated
electric field (A6) produced in free space by an atomic dipole
is equal to minus one third of its polarization field. This is an
operator relation at finite frequency. A different (incorrect)
relation would have resulted if the field F had been inter-
preted as the electric-field operator. We have not come across
other work that addresses the relation between the dipole
interaction, the occurrence of K rather than G in a multiple-
scattering theory, and the volume-integrated electric field
around a dipole. In this respect, our formalism also sheds
new light on quantum optics in free space.
The infinitely sharp single-atom resonance in the potential
V obtains a radiative shift and a width in the T-matrix T. In
our formalism, the position-dependent shift and decay rate
are the summed effects of infinitely many light-scattering
events off the atomic potential. The scattered-field operator
for a single atom contains two parts: an elastic-scattering
term and a term describing resonance fluorescence. Direct
interatomic interactions are absent in the dipole Hamiltonian
(1c). Dipole-dipole interactions appear “dynamically” in the
solutions of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for several
atoms. An inhomogeneous medium modifies both the longi-
tudinal and the generalized transverse dipole-dipole interac-
tions; see Eqs. (42a) and (42b).
The multiple-scattering formalism has been used to study
superradiance in an inhomogeneous medium. The often
dominant electronic component to inhomogeneous broaden-
ing was neglected in order to focus on photonic effects. As
an application, we studied how dipole-dipole interactions
and two-atom superradiance are influenced by a partially re-
flecting plane. We found position-dependent modifications of
dipole-dipole interactions. For our choice of parameters, the
plane suppresses superradiance if one of the atoms is very
close or very far from the plane. Both atoms will then emit as
if alone. For intermediate distances, two-atom sub- and su-
perradiance will occur. Due to the plane, emission rates are
modified and so are the relative amplitudes of the atomic
sources. Interestingly, we found that medium-induced com-
plex detuning can lead to enhanced transfer of light from the
one atom to the other, before superradiant emission occurs.
Also, we found sharp crossovers between spatial intervals
where superradiance occurs (with decay rates oscillating
once per wavelength) and single-atom emission (two oscilla-
tions per wavelength).
The length of the intervals in which superradiance occurs
depends on the atomic positions with respect to each other
and to the plane. This length could be called a “perpendicular
coherence length.” This would complement the concept of a
transverse coherence length (or effective mode radius)
[20,51]. The latter concept is used in the analysis of coop-
erative emission in a planar microcavity when the atoms
have the same z-coordinate, but have different coordinates in
another direction. An important difference between the two
lengths is that only the perpendicular coherence length is
influenced by medium-induced detuning.
We believe that our results for cooperative emission near
the plane are generic and that similar crossover regions will
occur in more complex dielectrics. Still, it would be interest-
ing to study the influence of other dielectric structures on
multiatom processes, Bragg mirrors for example, or “optical
corrals” [52,53]. Photonic crystals are also very interesting
media, for which superradiance has only been studied in an
isotropic model [21–23] where all position dependence is
neglected. Like near a plane, superradiance inside a real pho-
tonic crystal will be influenced by medium-induced detun-
ing. As another application of our formalism, statistical dis-
tributions of optical proximity resonances of many-atom
systems can be studied, to find analogies and differences in
inhomogeneous optical and electronic systems [54].
We made a pole approximation in a late stage of our for-
malism, after which we found exponential atomic decay. The
pole approximation no longer holds when the atom-field in-
teraction becomes strong [55]. The approximation also
breaks down if local densities of states jump steeply as a
function of frequency near the atomic transition frequency.
There is a current debate whether pole approximations will
break down at the band edges of realistic three-dimensional
photonic crystals [56], like it is found for the isotropic model
[57]. In principle, our formalism could also be used without
making the pole approximation.
Our theory is valid if frequency dispersion of the medium
can be neglected. Now single-atom emission rates only de-
pend on one frequency of the medium, so that dispersion is
not important. On the other hand, radiative line shifts, inter-
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atomic interactions, and hence superradiant decay rates do
depend on all frequencies of the medium. In our example of
two atoms near a plane, the immediate vicinity of the atoms
was free space. However, for atoms embedded in a «Þ1 part
of a medium, line shifts would diverge unless frequency dis-
persion of the medium is taken into account [58]. This will
also be the case for position-dependent radiative shifts in
photonic crystals [59]. It will be interesting to study the in-
fluence of frequency dispersion of the medium on coopera-
tive atomic emission, for example based on Refs. [31,60].
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APPENDIX: HOMOGENEOUS DIELECTRIC
1. Delta and Green functions
For a homogeneous dielectric with refractive index n, the
property “generalized transverse” reduces to transverse in the
ordinary sense. The medium is translational invariant, so that
dT,Lsr ,r8d=dT,Lsr−r8d. The transverse and longitudinal delta
functions appearing in Eqs. (17) and (19b) now become
dhom
T srd =
2
3
dsrdI −
1
4pr3
sI − 3rˆ ^ rˆd , sA1ad
dhom
L srd =
1
3
dsrdI +
1
4pr3
sI − 3rˆ ^ rˆd , sA1bd
where rˆ is defined as r / uru, the unit vector in the direction of
r. The sum of the transverse and the longitudinal delta func-
tion is simply dsrdI, since their “dipole” parts cancel. Notice
that n does not enter these delta functions. The derivation
follows the free-space treatment [48].
The dyadic Green function Ghomsr ,r8d=Ghomsr−r8d for
the homogeneous medium is the sum of a transverse and a
longitudinal part. The transverse part is [40]
GhomT sr,vd = −
I − 3rˆ ^ rˆ
4psnv/cd2r3
−
einvr/c
4pr
fPsinvr/cdI
+ Qsinvr/cdrˆ ^ rˆg , sA2ad
with the function Pszd defined as s1−z−1+z−2d and Qszd as
s−1+3z−1−3z−2d. With the use of the definition (19a) of the
longitudinal Green function and the transverse delta function
(A1a), the longitudinal Green function is found to be
GhomL sr,vd =
I − 3rˆ ^ rˆ
4psnv/cd2r3
+
dsrd
3snv/cd2
I . sA2bd
The delta-function term in GhomL appears naturally and there
was no need to add it “by hand” as is done elsewhere
[40,61].
2. Volume-integrated dipole field
The rigorous multiple-scattering formalism of Sec. II with
the Green functions K will now be used to calculate the
volume integral of the electric-field operator E in terms of
the atomic polarization fields omPm of Eq. (3), with the vol-
ume taken over a small sphere enclosing an atom.
With the help of the Eqs. (9a) and (9b), and the definitions
of the source fields (12) and potentials (13), the polarization
field in frequency space can be related to other operators as
Pmsvd = − S«0c2
v2
DfSmsvd + Vmsvd · FsRm,vdg . sA3d
There exists therefore a simple relationship between the field
F and the polarization fields [use Eq. (11)]
Fsr,vd = Es0dsr,vd −
v2
«0c
2 o
m=1
N
Ksr,Rm,vd · Pmsvd .
sA4d
This equation is still valid for all inhomogeneous dielectrics.
Now assume that the sources are in free space. Consider the
volume-integral of the field F over a small sphere (denoted
by () containing only the source at Rm, at its center. The
integral is determined by the free-space Green function
K0sr ,Rm ,vd for positions r close to Rm [see Eqs. (21) and
(22)]. The transverse Green function G0Tsr−Rm ,vd in K0 has
a vanishing contribution to the integral, since its pole goes as
ur−Rmu at short distances [see Eq.(A2a)]. The dipole part of
the transverse delta function (A1a) has a vanishing angle-
integral over the sphere and does not contribute either. What
remains is the delta-function part of the transverse delta
function, which gives the radius-independent result
E
(
dr Fsr,vd =
2
3«0
Pmsvd . sA5d
Now the subtlety becomes important that the field F=
−DsRd / f«0«sRdg is equal to the electric field E everywhere
except at the positions of the guest atoms [see Eq. (4)]. The
expression in Eq. (A5) is therefore not equal to the volume-
integrated electric field. With the definitions of the fields D
and F given in Sec. II A, one obtains the relation
E
(
dr Esr,vd = −
1
3«0
Pmsvd . sA6d
The static and classical version of this “sum rule” is pre-
sented for example in [61]. There, and more recently in [40],
a delta function is added by hand to the static dipole field or
to the longitudinal Green function. In contrast, Eq. (A6) was
found here as an operator relation without adding any terms
by hand.
The interpretation of the field to which a dipole couples is
not just a matter of choice in the present formalism. If one
wrongly identifies F as the electric field E but correctly de-
rives the relation (21) or (22) between K and G, then the
wrong volume-integrated electric field 2Pmsvd / s3«0d would
have resulted. The delta function term that is the difference
between G and K in Eq. (22) and the difference between the
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field operators E and F have the same physical origin: the
atomic polarization field.
Still, there is nothing truly quantum mechanical about the
sum rule (A6). In a classical canonical theory, one would find
the same dipole coupling −m ·F and Green function K. How-
ever, a canonical formalism is usually by-passed in classical
optics. It is then assumed that a classical dipole couples to
the classical electric field and furthermore that light propa-
gates from a source according to the Green function G rather
than K. By summing Eqs. (A2a) and (A2b) for n=1, one
finds that G0 naturally has the correct delta-function term to
produce Eq. (A6). Therefore, although following a less rig-
orous procedure, one has the luck that there is no need to add
terms by hand in order to derive Eq. (A6) classically.
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